Looking Back,
Moving Forward
Rural Manitoba Economic Development
Year In Review

Message from the Minister
Greetings from Manitoba Economic Development, Investment and
Trade, a department established to drive our vision for a stronger,
healthier and more inclusive province by creating jobs, attracting
investment, expanding trade and strengthening our skilled and
diverse workforce.
To ensure that Manitoba is a place where businesses from across
the province can succeed and grow, the department collaborates
with regional economic partners like the Rural Manitoba Economic
Development Corporation, to advance economic recovery and focus on long-term
growth in rural and Indigenous communities of southern Manitoba.
This recently established partnership will help rural Manitoba attract investment,
connect communities and coordinate economic development services to create clear
pathways for rural companies and entrepreneurs.
Working directly with our economic and industry stakeholders, we are supporting
businesses navigate the challenging competitive business environment, advance
relationships and develop strategies that promote Manitoba as a preferred and reliable
trade partner in domestic and international markets.
The department will continue to deliver its suite of responsive economic development
tools, business supports and tax credit programs, and ensure businesses can access
timely government programs and services as necessary to facilitate innovation,
expansion and growth.
Manitoba is committed to continued collaboration with the Rural Manitoba Economic
Development Corporation to build a more prosperous, inclusive and safe future for all
Manitobans in our southern rural communities.
-Cliff Cullen, Minister of Economic Development, Investment and Trade
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“Rural” was once a term that encapsulated many communities with similar
needs and conditions, but as Manitoba has grown, the “rural” area has
matured in different ways, and included communities are no longer dealing
with shared support requirements.
We understand that the needs of rural communities in Manitoba differ, which
is why in 2022 RMED will expand our staff to include Economic Development
Officers located in various communities around Manitoba, allowing us to have
a more intimate and informed idea of the variety of needs around the province.
We strive to serve rural Manitobans in all their economic needs.
-Margot Cathcart

Letter from the Chairs
Navigating the challenges of a startup is a test of
endurance. Our board members commit their energy,
creativity and wisdom to RMED; they, along with staff
and rural residents all share one thing in common passion, vision, and confidence in the resiliency of,
and opportunities in, rural Manitoba.
Those businesses most directly impacted by COVID
are beginning to recover with renewed energy and resolve; new businesses have
opened and thrived, and the 2020 Business Outlook Survey by the Manitoba Chambers
of Commerce demonstrated 64% of businesses outside of Winnipeg are optimistic.
Our CEO, Margot Cathcart, is leading the way with several long-term files on her desk
with the potential opportunity of more than one billion dollars of investments in rural
Manitoba. The same MCC survey indicates that 64% of businesses outside of Winnipeg
believe it is valuable to have a regional economic development agency, and we’re
confident in Margot’s ability to continue expanding and leading the RMED team to even
greater successes in 2022.
-Chuck Davidson & Joe Masi, RMED Board of Directors Co-Chairs

Letter from the CEO
With the office open, staffing in progress, and most
importantly a year of engaging with clients and stakeholders,
RMED is ready to take bold steps in its second year of
operations. RMED will be in communities to meet with
businesses, local government, EDO’s and delivery partners.
Through meetings like these, RMED finds opportunities to
build connections across the province, forming networks that
might not otherwise develop. Networking is a critical part
of building the capacity of entrepreneurs, EDO’s, councillors
and communities. It is only the beginning of RMED’s capacity
building plans. Webinars, community engagement tables,
tool kits, and events are at various stages of planning and will gradually be introduced
throughout the 2022-23 fiscal year.
Not only is it important to plan your actions, it is also important to measure progress,
and to do so requires a solid understanding of where we are starting from. To that
end, RMED will be reaching out across southern Manitoba to gather the information
necessary to establish a measurement baseline. RMED will continue to listen and learn
from its stakeholders as the needs of rural are as diverse as the communities and
businesses that reside there. RMED is tasked with identifying common elements that
can be capitalized upon while striving to find solutions to the common challenges that
rural Manitoba faces.
-Margot Cathcart, RMED CEO
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Rural Manitoba

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International, 2021.3
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Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International, 2021.3

Facts & Statistics

Source: Manitoba Economic Region Report, 2020

•

Rural Manitoba has a
very diverse economic
landscape, with
Healthcare and Social
Services, Retail Trade,
and Manufacturing
being the largest
sectors and only
accounting for 39.5% of
the economy

•

Rural Manitoba
presents a variety
of opportunities for
employment using a
wide range of skills
and is home to a highly
educated workforce,
with more than 50%
having completed postsecondary education

•

Average income levels
continue to grow while
keeping pace with
urban areas

Source: Manitoba Economic Region Report, 2020
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RMED Clients - Our Network of Success

RMED undertakes a
wide range of important
economic development
issues, such as:
•
•
•

•
•

•
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RMED works with a large
network of clients from
across Manitoba
More than 50% of our
work is direct support to
business clients
“Government,” our
largest client sector,
includes work being
done alongside rural
municipality Economic
Development Offices
and with government
organizations such as
the office of Economic
Development,
Investment and Trade
Attracting, keeping and
growing businesses
Understanding and
developing positive
economic development
ecosystems in the
province
Outreach, introductions
and networking ensure
effective connections are
made across Manitoba

Looking Forward - Building on our Mandate
Represent
•

Participate in consultations, panels, committees and similar venues to
ensure rural economic development issues are being presented
Represent ALL rural communities in investment attraction discussions to
find the right fit for companies in rural Manitoba.

•

•
•

Connect

Collaborating with CN to identify and certify lots along their network
for industry development
Working with Westman Immigrant Services and other stakeholders to
engage newcomers in economic development approaches that can
be extended throughout the province.

Inform
•
•

Develop meaningful communication channels to ensure economic
development professionals, local government and other stakeholders
are informed of programs and services and how to access them
Create forums to identify gaps in strategic intelligence

Support

•

Participate in community projects where RMED can provide
incremental knowledge, skills and capacity.
• Develop specialized reports and information for communities,
associations and potential investors to assist in investment attraction.

Advise
•
•

Expanding on RMED’s success with webinars to continue building capacity
in communities and with economic development professionals
Undertake research, conduct environmental scans, and monitor rural
economic development trends and issues.

Sharing New Resources in our Communities
RMED has started our own resource library, featuring more than 75 books examining
economic development strategies from almost every angle. Featuring titles like “13
Ways to Kill Your Community,” “Economic Development is Still Not for Amateurs!,” and
“The Mindful Entrepreneur” among many others. While RMED is keeping the bulk of
our library in our office, we are also fortunate enough to have additional copies of some
titles that we are working to distribute.
Simply creating a resource library isn’t enough to satisfy RMED goals, as CEO Margot
Cathcart plans to establish and host an “RMED Book Club” in the upcoming months.
“The materials we have are an incredible resource for anyone interested in any step of
the Economic Development process,” says Cathcart. “Reading and discussing these
books is a wonderful way to explore the ideas inside while strengthening connections
with clients and partners around the province.”
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To our fellow partners and stakeholders in the world of Economic Development
in our province, thank you. Thank you to our clients and friends, because every
success we’ve achieved in the last year has been a reflection of your trust and
confidence.
-Margot Cathcart, RMED CEO
“I was very impressed. I wanted to compliment you on what you have established in
such a short timeline.”
- Ingrid Been, Regulated Canadian Immigration Consultant

“...with the support of Margot and RMED, this important collaboration will lead to
generational community impact.”
- Enver Naidoo, Westman Immigrant Services Executive Director

“I would not have the information I have now if it wasn’t for meeting Margot. She
referred me to programs...and it’s really making a difference in how I plan and operate
my business.”
- Elizabeth Morrow, Owner of Butter Believe It

“Margot and her staff at Rural Manitoba Economic Development Corp are very
knowledgable and wonderful to work with. I believe the agency is a vital first stop for
those who wish to invest in and/or expand their operations in rural Manitoba.”
- Eva Laluk, Entrepreneur, Tanko Lithium Mines

“I have been introducing whoever I can to Margot because of the huge positive impact
she’s already had on our business, and because of the great diligence she brings to the
table. We’ve been very impressed.”
- Todd Burns, CEO of Cypher Environmental
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